AVAILABLE
PRODUCTS:
Unshrinkable fill (ufill)
- 0.4 MPa
Controlled density backfill
- 0.7 MPa
Medium strength concrete
- 25 MPa
High strength concrete
- 32 Mpa
Sand
Fibre and Air additives
(upon request)
Custom Mix Ratios
(upon request)
...all in one truck!

MOBILE CONCRETE MIXERS:
Our volumetric mobile concrete mixers allow us to prepare various concrete products right
on your work site. Made to your exact specifications, including MPa and quantity, our system
has a 7.5 m capacity, and acts as the batch plant, guaranteeing the best, freshest concrete
products every time.The result is an unmatched combination of features and flexibility.
No underload charges; pay only for what you use; variable MPa; fibre and air additives
(available upon request.)

3 REASONS TO USE
SUPER SUCKER CONCRETE:

1.

Our mobile mixer produces
TRUE MPa CONCRETE for your project.
Traditional batch plant
concrete begins to

standard products:
unshrinkable fill (ufill) - 0.4 MPa
controlled density backfill - 0.7 MPa
medium strength concrete - 25 MPa
high strength concrete - 32Mpa

degrade and lose

WORKABILITY

during the time it
takes to load and deliver
the material to your site.

MPa = megapascals, a metric unit of pressure used to indicate the compressive strength of concrete.

2.

You only pay for WHAT YOU NEED.
No minimum load size, no underload fees.

=
Super Sucker Mobile Mixer

VS

=
Traditional Concrete Delivery

3.

we make the EXACT amount
of fresh concrete you need
for your project on your site.
(we bill by the ½ m3)

you get ±7 m3 of material*
previously made at a batch
plant brought to your site...
(you pay for all of it)

* half loads may be subject to extra fees.

Accurate metering results in virtually
NO WASTE LEFT ON YOUR SITE requiring disposal.
Our trained technicians control all aspects of production and delivery
allowing Super Sucker to provide the best concrete products, in the
exact amount for your project,

reducing excess material,

PROTECTING OUR

ENVIRONMENT.

RIGHT

PRODUCT.

RIGHT

AMOUNT.

... and the extra concrete
you didn’t need or use
with traditional delivery?
It needs to go somewhere.

RIGHT
CHOICE.

service. We understand the requirements specific to your
industry - whether it’s construction, environmental,
industrial, gas, hydro, or telecommunications.

